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The combination between the passion for aviation with the passion for blockchain 

generated the idea for Aerovek Aviation. That was only 10 months ago.

In the early days we created a website, the first version of our wallet, the first version 

for our social lounge. Many enthusiasts joined us resulting in a feedback loop which 

created the perfect environment for progress, one step at a time.

The idea became a concept, the concept became a project with a defined vision and 

plan.

The “D” day.

Astrologers deemed 2nd of February 2022 (2/2/22) as “New beginnings”.  Perhaps by 

chance, perhaps it was meant to be, 2/2/22 happens to also be the day of our listing. 

The “D” day.

Moving forward, we will look at it as our 0 to 1 or the day we left the hangar and 

started accelerating from 0 to 100 on the runway.

As today marks the one-month celebration of that event, we are launching our 

Monthly Report. To measure progress, you have to understand where you were and 

where are you now and determine how closer you are to your defined goals. Let’s 

have a look at what happened in the last month.
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We launched
our new website

Published our
new and improved
Whitepaper

$AERO listed on the
Maiar Exchange

Launched the
new and improved
wallet

Decentralized Aviation

Whitepaper
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www.aerovek.io
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/61cf555540038a4e252a418b/620437a07bee6f3a09609b4c_Aerovek_Whitepaper_2022_Final.pdf
https://aerovek.com/dashboard/wallet/
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Applied for pricing
to display on CoinGecko

and CoinMarketCap

We had a public conversation
with Kinect Air about Web3 +
Blockchain + Aviation to discuss
what the industry needs and
how we can collaborate.

We held a live AMA session
with Helios Staking

All the eligible $EGLD
stakers with AEROVEK
STAKING AGENCY received
the #AERMES NFT by Gnogen
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https://twitter.com/i/spaces/1vOxwyRWbXPGB?s=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9Vcd0tJGec
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We were the first project to join
the METABONDING program
 by Elrond Network in which

10% of our total supply will be
distributed to $EGLD and

$LKMEX stakers in the next 2 years.

We closed the deal on
our new HQ in California

We announced our
decentralized video
platform: Aeroverse

We announced the AERO 
AVIATORS CLUB and 
the launch of our Eagles 
NFTs with Elrond Apes
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20k Twitter Followers

3.3k Telegram Members 

6.1k Aero Holders

140k transactions

6M staked in the AERO pool

Social Media Metrics
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We hope you are as excited about @TheAeroverse as we are!

The Aerovek Aviation project will continue just as described on the website, whitepa-

per and road map (Or flight plan as we call it).

Absolutely nothing changes!

“So then why are you building a decentralized video platform?”

It’s simple. The reality is that web3 is the future of the internet. And instead of using 

databases, slowly but surely everything will move on a blockchain.

We are working on version 2 of our Social lounge. Which is basically a decentralized 

social media platform which will enable our users to interact with aviation profession-

als and vice versa.

But while the current beta version of the Lounge is using databases, once version 2 is 

live everything will be on the blockchain, and you will literally own everything you 

write and publish! Using the #NFT technology developed by @ElrondNetwork, we 

wanted to have a fully decentralized option for videos as well. So that you can literally 

own your videos and their distribution.

A fully decentralized social economic video platform is an incredibly powerful tool. 

Which is why we decided to make the Aeroverse widely available for all types of 

videos and help content creators own their voice, as opposed to keeping it gated just 

inside the Aerovek Aviation project.
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Conclusion:

To avoid confusion in the future, we will probably structure everything under the AERO 

foundation for several reasons:

 - Aerovek Aviation carries on just as in the whitepaper.

 - As you are aware, we also have the Aerovek Staking Agency. We will continue to  

   focus on it and even expand.

 - The Aeroverse is an extremely powerful tool which deserves to be its own project.

 - As we’re developing new products, services, software built on blockchain for the  

   Aerovek Aviation project, we realize that some of those would save a lot of time  

   for other projects in different industries and we will probably also have a Soft  

   ware as a Service (SaaS) Division.

The most important thing is that $AERO will remain the central pillar that powers every 

single product or service which will be part of the AERO foundation. This only makes us 

stronger and enables more use cases for our users and a robust and organic growth. 

The Elrond blockchain architecture is extraordinary and it’s what enables us to build all 

of these. We are builders and we cannot stop from building.
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